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35 Managing Data Workflows for Untrained Forced Alignment:
Examples from Costa Rica, Mexico, the Cook Islands, and Vanuatu
Rolando Coto-Solano, Sally Akevai Nicholas, Brittany Hoback, and Gregorio Tiburcio Cano

1 Introduction: Why did we use untrained

‘m’ phones in both English and Cook Islands Māori have

forced alignment?

similar spectral cues, so the English model’s idea of an ‘m’
can also find ‘m’s in the Cook Islands Māori data. Many

Forced alignment is a technique to align the audio signal

of the phones are not similar. For example, the glottal

of a spoken utterance with its transcription, so that the

stop of Cook Islands Māori /ʔ/ has no direct equivalent

1

boundaries between words, and even between phones,

in American English, French, Spanish, or other European

can be determined automatically (Wightman & Talkin

languages with available models. However, the phones

1997). Figure 35.1 shows an example of this in Spanish,

that are not available in English can be approximated. For

where the spectrogram of an utterance is accompanied

example, the /ʔ/ stops the air flow like /t/ and /k/ do, and

by lines indicating the approximate temporal limits of

these similarities have been exploited to detect /ʔ/ in lan-

words and individual phones within the recording. The

guages such as Triqui (DiCanio et al. 2013). These trans-

main advantage of this technique is that it accelerates

formations allow for the use of an existing model with

phonetic research: the algorithm can tag these boundar-

audio from another language, and because the model has

ies approximately thirty times faster than expert humans

not been explicitly trained on data from the Indigenous

can (Labov, Rosenfelder, & Fruehwald 2013).

language, we say that this method is untrained forced

Forced alignment depends on a language model that

alignment.

describes the spectral features that characterize each of the

This untrained method has been fruitfully applied

phones in the sample provided to the algorithm, as well

to languages such as Triqui from Mexico (DiCanio et al.

as the probabilities for the occurrence of different phones

2013), Nikyob from Nigeria (Kempton 2017), Nambo and

and words within the language sample. These probabili-

Matukar Panau from Papua New Guinea (Kashima et al.

ties are derived from a supervised training set: annotated

2016; González et al. 2018), Australian Kriol ( Jones

examples are provided to the algorithm, so that it can

et al. 2017, 2019), and Tongan ( Johnson, Di Paolo, & Bell

learn to connect spectral features to phones. Training these

2018). Research teams have also created pan-
language

requires large amounts of data (e.g., twenty-five hours for

models to take advantage of the similarities across an

the American English model in the Forced Alignment

entire language family and pooled together the resources

and Vowel Extraction [FAVE]-
align aligner [Rosenfelder

from these various underresourced languages to increase

et al. 2011]). Because such large data sets are not avail-

the size of the training set, such as the Australian language

able for most Indigenous and minority languages, a tech-

aligners in WebMAUS (Strunk, Schiel, & Seifart 2014).

nique called untrained forced alignment has been devised

On first encountering this technique, we tested and

(DiCanio et al. 2013; Strunk, Schiel, & Seifart 2014). In

confirmed its potential to accelerate phonetic research

untrained forced alignment, the model for one language

in underresourced languages, as well as to contribute to

(e.g., English) is used to process the phones of a differ-

the larger program of natural language processing (NLP).

ent language (e.g., Cook Islands Māori). This is possible

We investigated the potential of using forced alignment

because, even though the words for both languages are

to create new data sets for the training of other NLP

completely different, many of the phones are acoustically

techniques, including speech recognition, automatic

similar, so that bootstrapping is possible. For example, the

part-
of-
speech tagging, and parsing. Finally, the data
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Figure 35.1
Praat (Boersma 2001) spectrogram and TextGrid with the Spanish phrase ‘I’ve been wanting to eat chocolate for a long time,’ with
words and phones aligned.

sets we generated can themselves be corpora that can

alignment. In addition to the P2FA (University of Penn-

be used by linguists and community members for their

sylvania Phonetics Lab Forced Aligner) algorithm (Yuan &

research. As we did this, we found numerous challenges

Liberman 2008), which is used in FAVE-align (Rosenfelder

in data management given the many intermediate steps

et al. 2011), there are other algorithms for forced align-

between transcriptions and completed TextGrids, and

ment, such as the Montreal Forced Aligner (McAuliffe

the many intermediate files generated along the way.

et al. 2017), which is used in the Dartmouth Linguistic

We also faced issues with sharing the data in accordance

Automation, or DARLA, website (Reddy & Stanford 2015).

with community principles of access and sharing.

There are also EasyAlign (Goldman 2011), Prosodylab-

The following sections report on these challenges. Sec-

Aligner (Gorman, Howell, & Wagner 2011), LaBB-
CAT

tion 2 focuses on our initial attempts and shows a ‘typi-

(Fromont & Hay 2012), and the Munich Automatic Seg-

cal’ attempt to combine NLP and linguistics: disorderly

mentation System, or MAUS (Strunk, Schiel, & Seifart

and with little replicability. Think of it as a guide to how

2014). Despite this wealth of options, we believe the

not to perform forced alignment. Section 3 reports our

workflow presented here represents a valid case for data

attempts to improve the data management flow, from

management in forced alignment studies.

collection to sharing, as well as the incorporation of consultation for the purpose of public archiving and reuse

2 Good alignment, bad data management:

of data for language revitalization and to train other NLP

Forced alignment and languages in the Americas

applications. Section 4 focuses on software maintenance
and replicability of the algorithms themselves across

Our first attempt to run these algorithms on linguistic

different platforms and users. Sections 5 and 6 present

data was with languages of the Americas. We tested the

our ideas about a functional workflow for data manage-

feasibility of the technique by using previously existing

ment in forced alignment, and our recommendations

recordings from three Chibchan languages from Costa

for those who wish to replicate this technique.

Rica: Bribri, Cabécar, and Malecu (ISO 639-3: bzd, cjp,

While doing this, each section will also present six use

gut) (Coto-Solano & Flores Solórzano 2016, 2017). After

cases of adaptation of forced alignment to six underre-

that, we ran the algorithms using fieldwork-
collected

sourced languages: Bribri, Cabécar and Malecu (Chibchan,

data from the Otomanguean language Me’phaa Vátháá

Costa Rica), Me’phaa Vátháá (Otomanguean, Mexico),

(no specific ISO 639-
9 code, Glottocode: zila1239) in

Cook Islands Māori (Austronesian, Cook Islands), and

order to study its tonal phonetics (Coto-Solano 2017).

Denggan (Austronesian, Vanuatu).

The phonological systems of these languages have

Before we begin, it is useful to clarify that this is just

numerous elements that are different from those in Euro-

one way of performing forced alignment, and there

pean languages that could potentially pose challenges

are in fact numerous other aligners and ways of doing

for English language models or other models based on
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well-resourced languages. For example, three of the lan-

In particular, it shows fourteen steps where files are gen-

guages are tonal (Bribri, Cabécar, and Me’phaa Vátháá),

erated, modified, or susceptible to updates and changes.

while Malecu has phonemic vowel length. The Chibchan

These files include the source files for the recording and

languages all have liquids that don’t appear in English,

its transcription (steps 1 and 2), Python code to generate

French, or Spanish, such as /ɺ, r, ɾ/ for Bribri and Cabé-

intermediate transformations of the data (steps 5, 8, and

car and /ɬ, r, ɾ/ for Malecu. Bribri, Cabécar, and Me’phaa

9), and text files that contain those intermediate trans-

Vátháá have contrastive vowel nasality, and Me’phaa

formations (steps 3, 4, and 6). Using all of these, we gen-

h

Vátháá has aspirated and prenasalized stops: /p, p , m,

erate Praat TextGrids (Boersma 2001) with the alignment

m

b/, /t, th, d, nd/. Given all of these differences, we tested

of the audio and transcription (steps 7 and 11), as well

the performance of English and French language models

as comma-separated values data sets (steps 10 and 13)

to align Chibchan data (Coto-Solano & Flores Solórzano

that are then processed using statistical software such as

2016), and after determining that the English model had

R (step 14) (R Core Team 2017).

better performance, we used it to align Me’phaa data

The main challenge is to transform the data into a

(Coto-Solano 2017). We used a web-based interface for

form that can be processed by an English aligner (the data

the aligner (Rosenfelder et al. 2011), and the performance

preparation section of figure 35.2), and then to undo those

of the algorithm was satisfactory: 8% error when align-

transformations so that the data are not ‘deformed’ by

ing the center of words (i.e., the center of the word was

having fit it into an English language mold. Critical to

off by 8% of the duration of the word), and 23% error

this is the glyph management. This entails three processes:

when aligning the center of vowels compared to align-

First, we have to study the way in which the alignment

2

ment made by a human expert. However, after our initial

system expresses the phonology of English. For example,

publications, we found that we had a mess of files and

FAVE-align uses the Arpabet transcription system (Zue &

experiments strewn all over our personal computers, with

Seneff 1996). Arpabet is an English-based phonetic alpha-

little hope of being able to replicate it without starting

bet that expresses a word such as ‘read’ using the follow-

from scratch.

ing glyph sequence: R IY1 D. The glyphs R and D represent

Figure 35.2 shows the workflow for generating and pro-

the phones ‘r’ and ‘d’, while the glyph IY1 represents the

cessing information from forced alignment algorithms.

vowel. The number 1 represents the fact that the vowel

ERROR
CORRECTION

DATA
PREPARATION
(1) Audio recording (wav)

Metadata
generation

(2) Transcription

(3) Arpabet-Language
phone equivalences

(7) Uncorrected
Praat TextGrid

ERROR
CALCULATION

(9) Python script for
error calculation

(4) Tab-separated
transcription (txt)

(11) Corrected
Praat TextGrid

(12) Praat data
extraction scripts
FAVE-align
interface
(Web-based)

(Glyph
management)

(5) Python code for
dictionary generation

DATA
PROCESSING

(Hand correction)

(10) Alignment offset
results (csv)
(13) Phonetic results (csv)

(6) Arpabet
dictionary (txt)

(8) Python script for
glyph restauration

(14) R scripts

STORAGE AND INTRA-TEAM SHARING
Audio data, transcription and computer code backups on hard disks and cloud storage
Transcription and TextGrid versioning through cloud storage (e.g., Google Docs)

Figure 35.2
Workflow for untrained forced alignment with FAVE-align. The numbers indicate steps where data files are generated during the
alignment process.
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is in the stressed syllable of the word. (Arpabet also uses

These dictionaries are used not only to instruct the

0 for unstressed syllables and 2 for syllables with second-

aligner on the phones of our languages, but they are also

ary stress). Second, in the glyph management process,

used to reconstruct phonemic contrasts that were lost

we have to decide which phones of the original language

during the alignment process. Figure 35.3 shows Text-

correspond to which glyphs in English Arpabet, so we

Grid tiers for the Bribri phrase ì kuéki wìm òr dar3r3 ‘why

can express the Chibchan words in the recording using

does the monkey shout so loud’ ( Jara Murillo & Segura

the Arpabet transcription system. For example, the Bribri

2009). Figure 35.3a shows the output of the aligner, with

phones /a/ /a˩/, /à/ /a˥/, and /á/ /a˥˧/ only have one equiva-

the glyphs still in Arpabet. Some of the phonemic dis-

lence in English Arpabet: AE1. This means that both the

tinctions of Bribri are not represented. For example, the

words alà /a˧.ˈɺa˥/ ‘child’ and alá /a˧.ˈɺa˥˧/ ‘thunder’ will

word ì ‘what’ has a high tone oral vowel /i˥/, whereas

have the English Arpabet AE1 L AE1. (The tonal contrast

the final phoneme of the word kuéki /kwẽ˥˧kĩ˩/ ‘because’

between these two words is lost at this point, but it will

has a low tone nasal vowel /ĩ˩/. Despite these two being

be recovered on step 8 of figure 35.1, glyph restoration.)

different, they are both represented by the Arpabet IY1.

The third issue in glyph management has to do with

Figure 35.3b shows the TextGrid where the Arpabet has

encoding compatibility. Depending on its configuration,

been replaced with the original labels for each glyph

the aligner might be unable to process Unicode charac-

(i.e., {ì} and {ih}). These changes are effected by Python

ters that appear in ELAN transcriptions (Wittenburg et al.

code (available in the GitHub repository https://github

2006). This means that a mark such as that for nasaliza-

.com/rolandocoto/cim-aligned). This code goes through

tion, which is written with a line under the vowel (e.g., ù

the dictionary and looks for the phones that were origi-

3

/ũ˥/ ‘pot’), had to be expressed in some other way in the

nally in the word. This restores any lost phonemic dis-

tab-separated transcription that will become the input for

tinctions and leaves the TextGrid in a form that is usable

the aligner. For example, the glyph {h}, which is not used

for phonetic research.

in the Bribri orthography, was chosen to represent nasal-

A second issue in data management came with the

ity, so that nasal /u/ with a high tone (ù) becomes ùh in

correction of the raw results from the forced alignment

the tab-separated transcription. Python scripts deal with

(the uncorrected TextGrid in step 7 of figure 35.2). After

both problems of glyph management, creating a diction-

performing the forced alignment, the resulting Praat

ary (steps 5 and 6) and then transforming the uncorrected

TextGrids need to be checked and hand-
corrected so

TextGrids from Arpabet (AE L AE1) back to the original

that the boundaries detected by the system correspond

representation of the language (alà) (step 7). If the reader

to the actual boundaries of the phones.

is interested in the specifics of how these dictionaries are

This is an exacting process and is best achieved by

structured, section 2.1 of Coto-Solano and Flores Solór-

a multiperson team with specialized knowledge in

zano (2017) provides a detailed explanation.

phonetics, where the team is jointly deciding on the

(a)

IY1

K

Ì
(b)

ì
Ì

W

EHI

K

IY1

W

uh

éh

KUHEHKIH

M

WÌM

KUHEHKIH

k

IY1

k

ih

w

ì
WÌM

OW1

R

D

AE1 R

ÒHR

m

òh
ÒHR

IH1

R

IH1

r

è

DARË‘RË‘

r

d

a

r

è
DARË‘RË‘

Figure 35.3
Praat TextGrid tiers with phones and words from Bribri: ì kuéki wìm òr dar3r3 ‘why does the monkey shout so loud?’ (a) The phone
tier has Arpabet glyphs. (b) The phone tier now has the phones in a form closer to the standard spelling of Bribri, and phonemic
distinctions such as tones have been reinserted into the TextGrid.
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numerous issues that will arise during boundary mark-

3 Sharing our results: Alignment in Cook

ing. For example, phones can be phonetically combined

Islands Māori

or reduced to the point where it’s difficult to neatly separate them from others (Ernestus & Warner 2011), and

The real overhaul came with the work on Southern Cook

the correction team will need to make decisions about

Islands Māori (CIM; ISO 639-3: rar). Here, we attempted

how to manage these reductions. This marking will have

to involve the community members in our decisions

an impact on the type of data that can be extracted for

for data management and dissemination, and we also

4

research down the line.

improved the versioning of the files in the project.

A third issue in data management was the sharing

CIM is an East Polynesian language originating from

of transcriptions, recordings, and TextGrids, so that

the Southern Cook Islands and spoken by approxi-

they could be accessed by all team members and back-

mately 1,500 people in the Cook Islands and in diaspora

ups could be kept. At this stage we used consumer-level

populations in New Zealand and Australia. Within the

password-controlled cloud storage (e.g., Google Docs).

language community, the majority of whom reside in

5

We used relatively simple versioning, with file names

a diaspora, there are very low rates of intergenerational

indicating the latest edition of each file, and regular

transmission and, as such, there is a very advanced shift

backups limited only to the main inputs of the align-

toward English as the main language of communication

ment algorithm (source recordings and transcription:

(Nicholas 2018:46). There have been recent efforts to

steps 1 and 2), the main outputs (the TextGrids: steps 7

increase the documentation for the language (Nicholas

and 11) and some of the code (the R scripts: step 14).

2017) that have resulted in a corpus of spoken CIM of

The management of the other files did not take shar-

approximately eighty hours. The manual orthographic

ing or future use into account. Much of the code that

transcription of this collection is in progress; at the time

generates the intermediate data transformations was

of writing, about 30% of it has been transcribed using

only accessible to one member of the team (the person

ELAN. The existence of these transcriptions has allowed

who ran the NLP algorithm), and it was not accessible at

the possibility of using untrained forced alignment to

all by other scholars. As for the dictionary, no effort was

study the phonetics of the language. For example, we

made to generate one ‘large’ dictionary that contained

used this method to describe the distribution of glottal

all the words from all the transcriptions. Instead of cre-

stop realizations throughout the Southern Cook Islands.

ating one large file that could serve as a main diction-

These realizations range from a full glottal stop (e.g., ta'i

ary and progressively populating it with the words from

['ta.ʔi] ‘one’) on some islands, to a realization without

each recording (so that in the future we have a dictionary

glottal closure but with creaky voice on the vowels on

like the English Carnegie Mellon University Pronounc-

other islands (e.g., ta'i ['ta.ḭ] ‘one’) (Nicholas & Coto-

ing Dictionary), we used a minidictionary that we had

Solano 2019).

to generate for each recording. Finally, the code for the

The input for the CIM alignment came from a docu-

aligner itself was being used from a third-party interface

mentation project that had been ongoing for multiple

(Rosenfelder et al. 2011), which meant that we didn’t

years, with many speakers and sources for the record-

have to access the code itself to run the program. Hav-

ings, as well as different file formats. This meant that the

ing a prebuilt interface made it easy to use the aligner at

data required more metadata and curation to manage

the time, but as we discuss in section 4, it proved to be a

them. For example, the recordings were captured with

vulnerability once that server was taken offline.

both audio and video, significantly increasing both the

In summary, at this point of our work, the data man-

number and size of the files to be managed. In addi-

agement of the project was haphazard. This is probably

tion to this, many of the recordings involve naturalistic

typical of other linguists using NLP tools: files stored

conversation, which is linguistically rich, but difficult

only in the researchers’ devices, code that isn’t shared,

to prepare for NLP processing. The audiovisual mate-

and complex software that the researchers use but ulti-

rial of the corpus (Nicholas 2012) is stored and made

mately don’t control.

publicly available at the Pacific and Regional Archive
for Digital Sources in Endangered Cultures (PARADISEC;
http://www.paradisec.org.au), but when we first began
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the forced alignment for CIM, the file transcriptions

program into thinking that they’re the beginning of

were stored in the main researcher’s personal computer,

the word, and then an indiscriminate vowel sound or

which was different from the computer where the data

hesitation might extend a real target’s ending. All of

were being aligned. To add to these issues of file manage-

these details of the transformation from transcription

ment, early on we found a divergence in transcription

to the ‘tab-separated transcription’ intended as input to

styles: sometimes the needs for ‘linguistically oriented’

the aligner demanded attention and time when generat-

documentation were not the same as those of the align-

ing the input for the forced alignment algorithm.

ment algorithm. The following are three examples of

As described in section 2, TextGrids generated from

these differences: First, linguistically oriented transcrip-

forced alignment need to be corrected to make sure that

tions need to retain punctuation and case sensitivity,

the boundaries are aligned with the phones correctly, a

whereas transcriptions for forced alignment usually need

time-consuming process that benefits from a multiper-

to be as simple as possible, eliminating punctuation and

son workforce. These corrections distributed across a

reducing the number of glyphs in the text to those that

larger team, combined with the many intermediate files

correspond to sounds in the recording. Second, linguis-

generated during the alignment process, quickly caused

tically oriented transcriptions also have multiple tiers,

an organizational chaos that forced us to rethink our file

including tiers for translations, annotations of linguis-

management process. We started pushing critical files

tic features (e.g., morphemic glossing, discourse level

(e.g., uncorrected, partially corrected, and completely

tags), while forced alignment transcriptions need to be

corrected TextGrids) onto a GitHub repository (in this

separated by speakers and almost completely free of data

case https://github.com/rolandocoto/cim-aligned). This

that are not directly related to the signal. Third, linguis-

has been shown to provide effective versioning for code

tically oriented transcriptions need to include instances

and for linguistic data (Partanen 2016), so we could have

of code-switching (e.g., between Spanish and Bribri or

files at different versions of progress and work on them

between Bislama and Denggan) to present a complete

asynchronously. Very quickly it was obvious that other

picture of the linguistic patterns of the speakers. Process-

files, such as ELAN files, the Arpabet dictionaries, and

ing multilingual data, however, would further compli-

the R and Python code would also benefit from stable

cate the use of untrained forced alignment, as well as the

backups and versioning.

generation of training sets for further NLP tools.

This process brought to the fore questions about the

One final difference between linguistically oriented

public availability of our data. Complete access to data

and alignment-oriented transcription styles is that tran-

is not always desirable in the context of Indigenous lan-

scriptions for forced alignment need to have a more pre-

guage work because the data might contain data that are

cise temporal delimitation of each separate utterance. In

private to a family, private for religious or cultural rea-

linguistically oriented transcriptions, the temporal lim-

sons, or that constitutes an intangible cultural or intel-

its for each utterance can include noise or even phrases

lectual property of the community, and are therefore

in other languages without degrading its usability.

susceptible to appropriation or theft (cf. Dwyer 2006;

Noise, on the other hand, can engage the alignment at

Kukutai & Taylor 2016; Keegan 2019). Great care must

the wrong points of the recording. ‘Noise,’ by the way,

be taken to make sure the needs of the language com-

includes roosters, children, pigs, dogs, wind, and cicadas,

munity are being met in this regard. In the Cook Islands

elements that are common to all the fieldwork settings

context, there is widespread support for open access to

presented in this chapter. Because those are constant,

most types of linguistic materials due to the perception

their influence has to be managed and minimized. In

that this approach provides the best chance for success-

the future, we hope to bring noise-robust speech recogni-

ful language revitalization. During the documentation

tion techniques from large languages to help with this

process, the contributors are always given the option to

in fieldwork settings (Liao & Gales 2008; Seltzer, Yu, &

exclude their recording, or part of it, from the open access

Wang 2013). The interruptions of other people and other

corpus or to ask for it to be excluded at a later date. How-

background conversations can also result in errors in

ever, we must always remain responsive to the wishes of

alignment. When eliciting word lists, for example, false

the contributors, and we must continue to make sure

starts of words or half-utterances can fool the alignment

contributors understand what might happen to and
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result from their recordings and keep them informed as

Nicholas, & Wray 2018), which is currently working with

these possibilities change with technological advances.

92% accuracy (currently at http://cimpos.appspot.com).

In addition to public access for the data sets, the goals

We hope to create a ‘virtuous circle’ where more docu-

of the documentation project included contributing to

mentation can be used to train more NLP tools. This will

the revitalization efforts of CIM. Therefore, alongside

not only help with the documentation process but also

our data management needs for supporting the scholarly

help us bring the language closer to the computer devices

use of the results of forced alignment, we also needed to

that permeate people’s lives, thereby creating a ‘symbolic

overhaul the mechanisms to report our findings to make

impact’ in favor of language reclamation (Aguilar Gil

sure that they would produce materials accessible to the

2014; Jones & Ogilvie 2013; Terrill 2002) and expanding

language community that would benefit their revital-

the domains of usage of CIM.

ization efforts. As it stands, the community has several

Figure 35.4 shows a summary of the workflow for

ways to access the raw data. The audiovisual recordings

the untrained forced alignment of CIM data, including

themselves, as well as the aligned and corrected TextGrids

the data transformations, and the process for storage,

can be accessed through PARADISEC (Nicholas 2012).

archiving, and sharing research outputs with the com-

There is also a text-based corpus in the Annotation of

munity and with academia.

Information Structure search and visualization platform

As we learned more about managing our files, new chal-

(Centre of Excellence for the Dynamics of Language &

lenges emerged. One of them led us in a new direction:

Nicholas 2019). Finally, the code, TextGrids, and ELAN

How can we make sure that other researchers can repli-

files needed to replicate the alignment are available on a

cate the workflow, and that they can run the code and use

GitHub repository. However, these formats are not layper-

untrained forced alignment to work on their languages?

son friendly, so we’ve had to think of a number of ways
for community members to use our materials so that they

4 Maintaining reproducibility: Vanuatu and the future

can use them when teaching the language to themselves
or others. These community-oriented resources need to

After early successes in using untrained forced align-

occupy less bandwidth, be topically focused, and be eas-

ment to generate research on Me’phaa Vátháá and CIM

ily accessible through a wide range of devices. The most

phonetics, we decided to expand this technique to a

well-populated of these resource channels are the YouTube

new language. Denggan, formerly known as Banam Bay

channel Araara Māori Kuki Airani (Nicholas 2019a) and

Language or Burmbar (ISO 639-3: vrt), is a language spo-

the GERLINGO collection of CIM narrations (Nicholas

ken in the Pacific archipelago of Vanuatu. Denggan is

2019b). We are also currently engaged in an ongoing

an Austronesian language spoken by an estimated nine

educational relationship with the language community.

hundred language users and has recorded word lists of

Specifically, we work with primary and secondary school

300–1,500 words (Tryon 1976; Charpentier 1982), but

language teachers, coordinating classes on how to use all

it is otherwise undocumented. While it still maintains

these community-facing resources as well as how to con-

high vitality and intergenerational transmission, it is

tribute to creating more of them.

considered endangered based on the small speaker pop-

Finally, we have taken the wealth of well-annotated

ulation and the prominence of the national language,

data that the forced alignment workflow has generated

Bislama, in official domains such as church and govern-

and started using it to train NLP algorithms, in the hopes

ment and in communication with people from different

of accelerating the documentation process. We have

language backgrounds throughout Vanuatu. Our imme-

begun training automatic speech recognition algorithms

diate goal was to use fieldwork recordings of both casual

so that the transcription can be automated and turned

and elicited speech (i.e., Swadesh word lists) to plot F1

into a process of mere correction and verification. As

and F2 formants, so that we could start the documen-

we produce more transcribed data, these could be fed

tation of the vowels. This is part of a larger project by

into the algorithm again, increasing the accuracy of the

Hoback to document the grammar of the language and

automated transcription (Foley et al. 2018; Foley, Van

aid in creating language maintenance resources.

Esch, & San, chapter 36, this volume). We have also used

The lessons learned from the archiving of CIM data

the data to train part-of-speech tagging (Coto-Solano,

and community sharing were useful for the Vanuatu
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ERROR
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DATA
PREPARATION
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Transcription

Arpabet-Language
phone equivalences

Uncorrected
Praat TextGrid

Tab-separated
transcription (txt)

Web
interface for
FAVE-align

(Glyph
management)

Web tool for
dictionary generation

Arpabet
dictionary (txt)

ERROR
CALCULATION
Python script for
error calculation

DATA
PROCESSING
Corrected
Praat TextGrid
Praat data
extraction scripts

(Hand correction)

Alignment offset
results (csv)

Phonetic results (csv)

Web tool for glyph
restoration

R scripts

STORAGE AND INTRA-TEAM SHARING
Backups on hard disks and cloud storage
File versioning through GitHub

ARCHIVAL AND SHARING
Community consultation on extent of open archival of transcriptions and datasets
Archive upload for transcriptions and TextGrids (e.g., Paradisec)
Code upload (Python, Praat, R) onto GitHub
Use outputs as inputs for other NLP apps (e.g., ASR)

Communicating results to community (e.g., school teachers)
Making language learning resources
Scholarly communication

Figure 35.4
Workflow for CIM data. ASR = automatic speech recognition.

case, given that this had a formal requirement for its

distribute language resource files, particularly through

related files to be archived in the Endangered Languages

social media sites such as YouTube or Facebook, whose

Archive (ELAR; https://www.soas.ac.uk/elar/), and that it

interfaces are familiar to Denggan speakers.

belongs to a much larger language documentation proj-

Denggan presented some challenges that were now

ect. Like with the CIM archival materials, the resources

familiar: When transforming the data, we found numer-

for Denggan were archived both as sound files, ELAN

ous phones that did not correspond to any English Arpa-

transcriptions, and corresponding TextGrid files (Hoback

bet glyphs. For example, Denggan has the prenasalized

2019; ELAR deposit identifier: 0549). These were bun-

consonant /mb/, as well as a uvular fricative [χ]~[ʁ] that

dled together through CMDI Maker (Zimmer 2014) and

also affects the acoustic characteristics of the surrounding

can be accessed separately for use of the community (of

vowels. More importantly, the recordings from Denggan

which audio files or transcriptions would be the most

were more multilingual than the ones we had processed

useful). It can also be accessed as a full bundle, includ-

before were. The Chibchan and Me’phaa recordings were

ing aligned TextGrids, which can be accessed to provide

almost exclusively monolingual. The CIM recordings

accountability and replicability of the phonetic analysis.

had code-switching among English, CIM, and occasional

The majority of these resources are open access to regis-

words in Te Reo Māori from Aotearoa/New Zealand. How-

tered users of ELAR. For the community, this means that

ever, the recordings from Vanuatu constantly used at least

there is one registered account for the whole community

three languages: English, Bislama, and Denggan. English

that individuals can use to access the resources in ELAR.

and Bislama were used as contact languages and as a way

As found in the CIM project, accessing the files of inter-

to elicit Denggan data. Because the transcriptions were

est can be difficult for speakers through this interface.

segmented into continuous conversation chunks, the

It also requires downloading the files (e.g., video files

aligner would pick up the prompt in the contact lan-

of several gigabytes), which is not the most economical

guage if there was a sound that also corresponded to an

way of accessing materials through mobile data, which is

expected English phone. This caused the alignment to

the main Internet access for the majority of community

begin at the prompt and extend, usually, to the end of the

members. We are therefore trying to use other means to

actual target word. In addition to this, the phonotactics
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Figure 35.5
Alignment of word-initial /ŋ/ in Denggan data. The first TextGrid tier shows an automatic alignment for /ŋ/ that extends beyond
the end of its word. The third tier shows the hand-corrected alignment.

of Denggan would sometimes affect the alignment. For

(which in this case was the bash command language).

example, the velar nasal /ŋ/ can occur word-initially (as

Our second attempt was to run our code using a remote

shown in figure 35.5). Because English phonotactics do

virtual machine, instantiated using an Amazon Web

not allow for this, the English-
trained algorithm had

Service AWS-
EC2 CentOS (https://aws.amazon.com/es

problems identifying them in the Denggan recordings

/ec2/) and accessible through a secure shell protocol.6

and would often misalign word boundaries. This resulted

We ran a workshop using this method, and while it was

in more manual hand-correction and a workflow similar

intimidating to new users, they could use this remote

to that for CIM.

text-based interface to align novel data after about four

One new challenge, however, had a major impact on

to five hours of training.7 These solutions worked, but

the project: While working on CIM, and right before we

they still presented formidable obstacles to first-
time

started working with Denggan, we lost access to the web

users. Ultimately, a solution where all the team needs

interface for the aligner software. This website was taken

programming experience is completely unsustainable.

offline, and this left the community of FAVE-align users

After this workshop, we decided that a web-
based

scrambling to find solutions. The most common fix was

graphical interface was necessary. This new interface

to download the FAVE-align code to our own computers

would both allow us to customize the code and give the

and run it via Python. Here, the problems of encoding

users an easy way to run the scripts and automate the

and code maintenance came back with a vengeance. We

data transformations without resorting to text-
based

were working on multiple operating systems (Windows,

instructions to a Python script. The resulting interface

Ubuntu, and Mac OSX), and while we installed the soft-

can be used at http://icldc-align.appspot.com. This new

ware, trained ourselves in running it manually, and made

interface operated using the AWS storage and virtual

sure our transcriptions were compatible across all plat-

machines as the back end for the processing, and a Java-

forms, the temporary files piled up in multiple computers

based interface for the front end. Figure 35.6 shows a

with little thought given to versioning or backups.

screenshot of the instructions to align a recording.

Our first attempt to deal with this issue was to cre-

We were able to test this new interface at a work-

ate a short manual with command line instructions, so

shop in the International Conference on Language

that we could run it on our personal computers. This

Documentation and Conservation conference at the

worked for a while, but it was highly dependent on the

University of Hawai‘i, in two sessions attended by over

experience that each user had with command line work

a hundred people (Coto-Solano et al. 2019). Each of the
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Figure 35.6
Interface to align audio and
transcription using FAVE-align.

sessions lasted about ninety minutes, and users were

the data includes not just the input and the output for

able to generate alignment for previously untrained

the NLP algorithm, but also considerations of (1) how

languages during that time. This new interface also has

the data and the outputs will benefit the community

an important element: we added tutorials for how to

that speaks the language, (2) how much of it can be

download the code and run all the steps of the align-

shared with researchers are do not belong to the com-

ment from a user’s personal computer. We also pointed

munity, and (3) how the publicly shared outputs can

users to the GitHub repository and to the documenta-

serve multiple stakeholders, including other academics,

tion there. By taking these steps we are adding a layer

language learners and teachers, and activists involved in

of protection so that users can run the code on their

language reclamation projects. These ethical consider-

own in case our own website goes offline. We hope that

ations are a key part of the data management process,

this will increase the reproducibility of this method of

as they will determine which data are archived where,

linguistic research.

who has access to backups and intermediate files, and
how the data will continue to inform research on the

5 Key elements of data management and future work

language.

As we developed the methods of untrained forced align-

us examine the reproducibility of computer code envi-

ment, we quickly found that linguistic data management

ronments and the creation of asynchronous workflows

is linked to the ethics of fieldwork and documentation,

for large teams. This made us recapitulate the princi-

to Indigenous data sovereignty, and to the intersection

ples of open source code and thinking of our in-house

of these with ideas from the open access and open sci-

code as objects that could potentially be useful to other

ence movements. As figure 35.4 shows, the life cycle of

researchers. Also, the concept of data sovereignty directly

The untrained forced alignment workflow also made
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affected us. We needed to understand the code and create

2009), as well as the issues of research replicability and

an environment where we could ensure its future execu-

data reusability in linguistics. In light of the need for work

tion so we could continue to use this technique.

on Indigenous languages, we need to bring in tools that

One key element is that many of the issues we found

can help get more work done, and we hope that these

were recurrent across these six very disparate languages.

results will provide ideas for how to use existing NLP tools

The issues in CIM glyph and data management were

and knowledge to help the speakers of these languages in

mirrored in Denggan, for example, and therefore such

their goals of language documentation and reclamation.

issues can be addressed and resolved similarly. We are
increasingly confident that this technique is replicable
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Notes
1. We will use the word phone for any unit of sound in a word
that can be transcribed using a symbol in the International
Phonetic Alphabet, regardless of its status as a phoneme or
allophone in a language.
2. This amount of error is comparable to that of aligning non-
standard English dialects. When performing untrained forced
alignment on British dialects such as Sunderland or Westray
English (MacKenzie & Turton 2019), approximately 80% of the
phones have errors of less than twenty microseconds when marking their onset. When marking the onset of Bribri phones, 80%
of the vowels have an error of less than thirty-one microseconds,
and 80% of the consonants have an error of less than twenty-
nine microseconds (Coto-Solano & Flores Solórzano 2017).
3. Bribri has several spelling conventions. Nasalization can be
written either as a line underneath the vowel (ù /ũ˥/ ‘pot’) or as a
tilde above the vowel (7 ‘pot’) ( Jara Murillo & Segura 2009).
4. For example, when a glottal stop loses its closure but you still
have vocalic laryngealization, do you keep a ‘glottal stop’ interval in the Praat script? Our solution in Nicholas and Coto-Solano
(2019) was to mark the smallest possible interval to indicate that
a glottal stop was expected there, but so small that we could
easily filter it out. Other solutions are possible. For example,
adding additional tiers with full transcriptions or explanations
is also a possibility for retaining phonological information, as
is done in the Corpus of Spontaneous Japanese (NINJAL 2006).
5. Versioning or ‘version control’ refers to the practice of keeping
track of the small differences between iterative versions of a complex documents as they are developed and edited, commonly
computer code, but in our case ELAN files or Praat TextGrids.
6. We also considered deploying a container-like environment
on a platform such as Docker (Merkel 2014). However, this presented the same challenge in terms of user interface and usability.
7. This workshop saw some of the biggest challenges in
terms of file encoding. The current FAVE-
align algorithm

Coto-Solano, Nicholas, Hoback, and Tiburcio Cano

(implemented on Python 2) has issues using Indic and other
complex writing systems.
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